Covid -19: Symptom & Catalyst at the Nexus of Wealth & Health

Introduction
Covid is accelerating change in ways we can’t dismiss
It is doing it in both the Wealth and Health realms as never before
It impacts where we: work, live, get medicine, get care, and how we pay for that.
Covid isn’t just a virus
It’s a symptom of cultures that prioritize ever more growth that:
• Economically depends on constantly
1. Increasing scale, markets, and globalization,
2. Leaner businesses, supply lines, and financial capital structures.
• Biologically, economic growth also unleashed population expansion that,
1. Concentrate human capital in cities & factories, with unsanitary conditions, and
2. Encroaches on other species
Our economic systems and business models are large and brittle, Covid is a symptom of that.
There is no denying that it is also a catalyst for change too.
Just one example of how fast it makes change happen, a recent McKinsey study estimated that the Pandemic
had compressed 10 years of e-commerce adoption in the US to 3 months.

Symptoms demand attention today, just as they do in a medical setting
Catalysts are very different – they drive the speed of change. They dictate very different solutions for
tomorrow.
Simply treating the symptoms with yesterday’s solutions isn’t likely to produce a return to yesterday’s
“Normal”.
The key question is, how to help clients both get through to, and then prosper in, a different “Post-Pandemic
Normal.”

Agenda: Why It’s
Important
First, we will cover why
it's important, and then
what it means for your
business.
It's important because:
• There has, is, and will
be economic damage,
and it will take time to
heal.
• There is stress, and
there are
consequences that
demand immediate
attention today.
• We need to
understand the speed
and magnitude of the

•

catalyst to plan effectively for tomorrow.
We can see the evolution of people's concerns in real time, and they are coupling health with wealth as
never before.

After that I'll move on to some thoughts about how to identify and address the opportunities that present
themselves in different situations.

Financial Storms Brewing
There was a huge increase in
leverage everywhere to slap
Band-Aids on the Pandemic's
economic damage. Those Band-

Aids are unprecedented and
extraordinary. There were so many
it’s worth a brief recap of some of
them.

Federal debt increased by $5.1
trillion or 22% to $27 trillion,
and additional support is still in
limbo.
The Fed committed to near zero
rates and expanded its balance
sheet yet again. From $4.1 to
$7.2 Trillion. But, it’s extraordinary municipal and corporate lending capacity has been withdrawn.
Global Corporate Debt* increased by 12% to $9.3 Trillion, roughly half of which is US Companies. Leverage
reached record levels at 59%
Moody’s identified a State and Municipal funding shortfall of approximately $650 billion over 2 years. Well
beyond the cost of all public K-12 education. Managing that will need services-tax trade-offs.
At the individual and family level:
• The PPP artificially kept people employed, and stimulus checks pushed up savings. But they are in the
rearview mirror now
• Cobra was extended past the end of the pandemic, last set to January – that was before the expected
Thanksgiving Spike. The ongoing uncertainty it creates comes on top of open enrollment for both ACA and
Medicare. Stress is bound to go up.
• Forbearance of Mortgage, rent, credit card and student loan debt, and utility bills helped. But it’s not
forgiveness, it’s passing sporadically into the rearview mirror too.
• Unemployment insurance supplemented by $600/week – is another band-aid in the rearview mirror
• Rules for retirement fund loans distributions were relaxed– was necessary for some, but never a good idea
• More recently payroll taxes of 7.6% were pushed out into the future, another necessary but not-so-good
idea
All of the above apply to financial capital, But “Human Capital” took a big hit too
We can see the caseloads and deaths clearly today. We understand what a shut down or quarantine entails.
And there are human capital ripples we still have to digest:
• We know there are consequences of deferring preventative healthcare to manage Covid. Its already
showing up in the excess deaths from Cancer, Heart and Non-Covid respiratory illnesses
• We are still learning about long–covid, asymptomatic covid, the other organs covid attacks, immunity
duration, and more – all of which also impact the labor force.

We see the impacts of children’s education – on the kids and the parents
• College applications are trending down by 17%.
• 3rd through 8th graders have fallen 10% behind on math scores so far. We are facing a lost year of learning
Labor participation rates are back to the 1970 level, and we still don’t know where long-term unemployment
will settle out. On top of that, employment still is roughly 10MM less than pre-Covid employment
Birthrates, the seed corn for Human Capital decline in recessions and depressions. The US birthrate hit a 35
year low in 2019, well below the replacement rate! That was pre-Pandemic!
• Millennials are getting hit during their child-bearing years
• Baby Boomers are accelerating their retirement
• Lower paid less skilled workers are being hit hard – both medically and financially
Neither Financially nor medically does this end with a Vaccine, and at the end of the day, everyone who is
part of the economy will bear a share of this burden.
Dark Clouds
Covid 19 impacts how and
where we live, work, get
medicine, get care – and
ultimately how finance all
of it.
As anyone can see, it isn’t
pretty and it’s changing
constantly. It creates stress
and uncertainty. Just look
at the list – we’ve all daily
daily and hourly doses of
worry for months.
Pandemics have always
been symptoms of
conditions where we work
and live. It was true of the
black plague, smallpox,
Spanish Flu, and it is true
for Covid.
Pandemics always bring big change too. Pandemics alter everyone's lives, not just those who die. A historian
might tell you that Justinian Plague tipped the Roman Empire into the Dark Ages.
The difference today is Covid is operating as a catalyst, rather than just a depressant. Primarily because a
digital economy is more flexible, than an Agrarian or a Physical Goods Manufacturing one.

Silver Linings for
Seniors
The flipside is these clouds
also have Silver linings, and
particularly as it applies to
Senior living, health, and
care.
Covid is driving change
everywhere, doing it
concurrently, and doing it
differently.

teams – you name it. Working remotely and maintaining distance dictate it.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teams are reorganizing and
reorienting to coordinate
and cooperate as never
before. Not’s just medical
teams, it’s company teams,
community teams, care

Messenger RNA is about more than Covid Vaccines, it opens an entirely new class of drugs
Tele-medicine lift-off occurred, Covid compelled both health systems and patients to pivot to it and
learn to use it, now it’s a question of persistence
Zoom isn’t just for working at home. While it isn’t the cure for isolation, people who used it for work
pivoted to family visits and reunions of all sorts.
Working at home can be a key learning experience to takes independent living to a new level
Distance learning morphed into lectures and courses for alumni engagement, and sponsored webinars
morphed into wide-open online conventions on virtually any topic for anyone interested.
DoorDash, Uber Eats, GrubHub, and Whole Foods took the most perishable part of last mile delivery
(Food) mainstream. Together they fill a large elder transportation gap.

From a both a medical, and an independent and engaged living, perspective – the door opened wide to
improved quality at a lower cost. The trick now is to keep it open!

Data Points &
Trends
Clients’ concerns
are evolving
before our eyes.
What is still a
medical event,
tied tightly
physical survival
– is increasingly
tied to financial
survival too. Our
technology
partner’s Covid
support service
for individuals &
businesses
covers 20 million
lives. The metadata yields ‘real
time’ insights
into top-of-mind Covid concerns over time. The November data are preliminary but confirm the trends.
People’s objective is always security – for themselves and their families – noted in red. They deal well with
what they can control and knock off their worry list - in green
It’s basic human behavior. The clear trends are:
1. Despite the medical unknowns, there is clarity about the steps to take and a vaccine is in sight.
2. That can’t be said for their financial concerns – the last time there was this much global uncertainty
may have been between Crash of 1929 and the end of WWII.
3. Financial wherewithal is a dominant concern – because it enables alternatives in housing, education,
care and medical access that help manage uncertainty.
The take-away is: if you stick to the same service and silo, and your market moves to a different place, you are
likely to find yourself alone.
•
•
•

Boomers leaving the labor force – may be able to take advantage of some of the “Silver Linings”
Millennials. who took the brunt in 2008, and now confront a Pandemic, may be still face the worst
ahead – funding retirement?
Low skill, low paid can’t afford “alternatives” – and will continue to get hurt financially and medically

All need different, holistic approaches, to meet their needs where they are going, and where they are going
is changing fast.

Agenda: What It Means For Your Business
You already know that your business must
change.
Margins constantly shrink. Fintech companies
constantly commoditize traditional areas of
analysis and added value.
DC plans and insurance exchanges trained clients
to be more “self-directed” and search engines
like Google turbo-charge that.
The core roles and rules of advice and
distribution are already well on the way from
“security selection and portfolio management” to
“holistic lifetime financial advice.”
Covid speeds that up and reframes what
“holistic” lifetime financial advice means.
That means your business must change fast too. Paraphrasing Wayne Gretzgy’s, “you need to be where the
client is going.”

Why This? Why Now?
Engaged customers are simply
more profitable.
You can’t have engagement
without Trust,
•

•

It requires knowledge in
non-financial areas to
demonstrate the emotional
intelligence that builds trust
Health, Wellness, Caregiver
Support, and now Covid
Support are knowledge
areas that buttress
emotional intelligence – and
trust

positive emotional connection is most helpful in critical times, particularly when it’s coupled with valuable
information and service.
Everyone, Retail and Commercial customers alike need help well beyond their balance sheets right now.
•
•
•

People need help making better use of their time and money to deal with the new realities,
Companies need to protect their most important assets – customers and employees
Both need help avoiding financial and health risks that jeopardize their time and money.

Uncertainty and financial stress like this do not come around often – it’s a generational opportunity to
demonstrate emotional intelligence, earn trust, engage with clients and customers, and elevate your value.
It’s about meeting customers where they are, when they need help, with substantive help.

One Place To Start: An Examination of Your Definition of “Holistic”?
Covid was very explicit. It told us “It’s your
health stupid, without that, nothing else
matters.
It’s difficult to offer holistic advice and
ignore flip sides of the same coin “Human Capital” and “Financial Capital”.
•
•

Health, not money, secures more
time to use.
Wealth secures the levers to use
time better

It quite literally takes both to do anything.
Yet the financial, medical, or caregiving
industries, and their sub-specialties rarely
think outside their compartments.
•
•
•

Despite that, the value proposition in all 3 domains is swinging from Specialists to Generalists.
The value is shrinking for specific procedures that lend themselves to automation, and growing for the
navigation and coordination across large, multi-disciplinary layers and teams that readily adopt digital
tools.
The biggest gaps, and opportunities, are between the silos and compartments, and funding facilitates
bridging those gaps.

When you think about “Holistic” – Think about the balance of Yin and Yang and the Tree of Life connecting all
forms of creation. You need both to prosper
•
•
•

Healthy roots to provide nutrients and grow – think health and care
Branches and leaves to flower and multiply – think wealth
A trunk to constantly navigate and coordinate the chemical exchanges between them

Intuitively everyone knows this – but specialists are trained to define “holistic” in terms of their silos.
Those silos are found in the roots and the branches – but the real value, the unreplaceable value, is
embedded in the trunk.

A Word About Definitions
In the smaller world of 50 or 100 years ago
the “Trunk” was easier. Communities were
smaller and tighter. Families were larger and
closer. Language and translation were easier.
Proximity added lots of body language and
frequency added lots of opportunity to
reinforce the message.
That’s not the case anymore, and that’s why
words are more important than ever. They
frame what you communicate.
They cost you nothing to use and can help
reframe your definition of “Holistic” and
integrate financial counsel with clients’
realities better.
This isn’t a complete list – but a way to start
thinking about connecting financial concepts
and terms with health concepts and terms.
Reframing definitions can help translate and integrate advice simply by making assumptions more explicit.
•
•
•

It doesn’t entail being something you’re not.
It is about relating their financial income, assets, objectives, and trade-offs, to their health spans, quality,
objectives, and cost savings.
It’s about making health assumptions explicit for a financial event or objective, and over any planning
timeframe or scenario.

It’s about understanding their different health situations well enough to understand where they are in their
health journey and what it could mean for them financially.
Conversations (regardless of the “media” you use) offer opportunities to translate and integrate as you reframe
and redefine what “holistic” means in your business.
•
•
•
•
•

In a conversation about using financial assets and/or income to acquire a house, tuition, or retirement,
there are always assumptions about family members lifespans, health quality, and support networks.
Conversations about earned income assume physical and mental capacities and endurance levels
Managing financial liabilities requires assumptions about health liabilities
Planned expenses typically capture direct health expenses, but often miss many indirect costs
Capital expenses often ignore the implicit trade-offs housing and transportation decisions can have on
health and caregiving costs.

Covid Taught Us About Fragility –
and It’s On A Very Personal Level
“Fragility” has always been there, but:
•
•
•
•

People tended to think “it won’t
happen to me”.
It’s all interconnected – These
are all steps on a “Health &Care
Journey”
Each involves trade-offs about
where I live, work, get medicine,
and get care
There is always a financial
component of any Health or care
trade-off

Fragility is about:
•
•
•
•

Questioning basic assumptions about where: will I live, work, get medicine, get care, and how will I pay
for it?
Risks people never thought they’d face – and certainly not as urgently or in a depth they see now
Much better understanding of what it means to plan for the future.
Dire need for a “holistic financial navigator”

Bottom line #1:
Every: retirement plan, personal financial plan, business plan, or employee benefits plan is subject to
review, reevaluation – and likely needs change.

Fragility Is Pervasive – and Systemic
That fragility isn’t just personal – it’s pervasive. It cuts across everything, and it must be paid for.
Pandemic Fragility cuts across the globe, nations, states, industries, firms, employers, employees, families,
and individuals. It impacts:
•
•
•
•

Clients, customers, your borrowers, and lenders
Portfolios and security analysis
Loan quality, and financial survival – yours and theirs
Regulatory risks, the ground rules, and who pays

It questions Business models and Personal Plans,
•
•

How brittle? What does resilience cost? Where’s most value? What’s that worth?
The new frames of reference are very different and changing fast

Bottom line #2
•

Every Product due diligence decision
(or any purchase and financial plan
depending on them).

•

Every Investment policy, (or buy-sell
recommendation).

•

Every Customer Relationship
Summary (and transactions after
providing it)

All are subject to review, reevaluation,
and change

Covid Cuts Across the Silos
It tears up assumptions, and rewrites the
rules for each silo
Housing
•
•

•

Consider the abysmal failure of some nursing homes – and stellar successes of some CCRCs?
Consider the urban flight
currently driving real estate
& rental prices – up in the exurbs and down in cities?
Consider changes to physical
requirements for work – the
number of offices a home
needs?

Workplace
•

•

Consider how productivity
changes – the analysis has
only just begun, and will play
out differently, by industry,
by job type, by region?
It would have played out over
a generation – now it’s
collapsing into a very few
years.

Medicine:
•
•

The ACA brought an increased focus self-directed insurance and on medical care.
Covid accelerated the adoption of telemedicine, drug development, and pushed more technology into
patient care decisions and management

Caregiving:
•
•
•
•

Sandwich family stress is on steroids
The number jumped, the care needed intensified, and the earning impacts were magnified.
It’s not just about old people now – it’s about everybody, yet still most of it is unpaid
Now, more than ever questions of: When is it needed? Who is impacted? Are financial reserves adequate?
- are all being reframed and redefined

And a word on rules:
Privacy & Transparency – Who has data and what is done with it makes a difference. Consider:
•
•
•

The dilemmas of contact tracing, or
Increasing insurance company access to health records
The scarcity of data on the cost and quality: of hospitals, drugs, CCRCs, & nursing homes.

Regulation & Accountability – there will be near term effects, but longer-term ones may be more important.
Consider:
•
•
•
•

How vulnerable stressed people are to fraud and abuse
“Due Diligence” and how “BI” or “Fiduciary” might change.
Corporate liability related to Covid, from customers and employees.
How current deregulatory efforts undercut “anti-fragile” ESG investments.

The entire framework of risk assessment is evolving rapidly – and a lot of “hindsight” will follow.
Covid, (on top of the Climate Change it pushed into the background and social unrest it pushed to the
foreground), exposes yet another set of externalities that aren’t captured in GAAP accounting. Covid, like
Climate change is a symptom. But both are catalysts for repricing business and public risk and all the securities
they issue, to reflect “where the puck is going.”
Bottom Line #3 The basics of where life, work, medicine, and care happen are all being reframed, AND the
risk and accounting rules are being rewritten.

What Does It Mean For Your Business
The business questions and problems aren’t
new, but all the assumptions changed.
The corollary is - the value proposition will
change too.
Dealing with that fact is going to require
both a microscope to focus on the here and
now, and a telescope identify the services
and products that add value under changed
assumptions tomorrow.
We know the economy is under intense
pressure – and we know Covid is a catalyst
for change –

•

• Rates and margins will be low for
indefinite future. That addresses today. But
it also distorts equity and debt pricing assumptions, and we don’t know for how long.
Technology and scale are commoditizing traditional advice and undercutting fees. Robin Hood is fast
and cheap, but not necessarily good execution You can have any two of fast, cheap, and good. It’s a
choice everyone is compelled to make – and it is going to get harder.

Monetary and fiscal policies supported the economy and industry – so far, But what happens when/if credit
quality deteriorates:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To commercial and personal loans,
Interest rates
Insurance separate accounts,
Health insurers viability underwriting and pricing,
Pension fund performance and funding assumptions,
Personal portfolios?

These go to the core of personal financial planning, business planning, employee benefits, product due
diligence, and investment policies.
Different assumptions apply now – from the simplest deposit and loan products or investment service - to the
most complicated commercial loan, institutional portfolio, financial plan, or trust service. The questions
include:
•
•
•
•
•

What should a core investment or loan portfolio look like – the market isn’t behaving normally?
What is a durable business model? What is the right amount of resilience?
How do I price what I can’t see or know?
Health is driving personal and business financial plans, what needs to get managed, how and when?
What is the “risk profile” now – who knew business interruption insurance doesn’t apply in a
pandemic?

And the fundamental question: What services or products can you – access or recast – to offer holistic
counsel that recognizes the new assumptions – in order to meets customers, clients, or employees where
they are AND where they are going?

Opportunity Abounds – Pick Your Path
It’s a process. This will unfold & ripple for years.
It takes agility and a roadmap.
Investment and insurance clients, depositors, and borrowers all need help. There are opportunities to engage
them “where they are” as never before.
1. Reframe your “Holistic” mindset
to identify the value you can add
based on your strengths and
markets.
2. Determine the scope of your
strategy: enterprise, business unit,
market segment, product? Every
firm is different.
3. Choose the revenue-business
model to fit your organization, and
look beyond rate spreads and
AUM (consider mark-up, upsell,
bundles, fee for time, fee for
specific service, fee for ongoing
service)
4. Support your distribution system
to differentiate and deliver the
value you add.
5. Partner as needed: Look for agile partners with complimentary skills or services.
Remember: Making a positive emotional connection in stressful times is highly valued. According to a recent
Harris/Million Dollar Round Table Poll: 85% of people are more likely to trust an advisor with emotional
intelligence. According to a different recent CFA study found only 23% trust advisors. There’s a problem! And,
that’s an opportunity!!
Running away or ignoring what’s on everyone’s mind isn’t emotionally intelligent and won’t earn trust.

Think: Health & Life Journeys
You have an array of building blocks
for both retail and commercial
clients.
•

•

For individuals it takes basic
empathy and desire to help
them navigate solutions for their
most pressing life and health
journeys.
For commercial clients it’s
helping them mitigate risks and
manage expense – in todays
world that applies for both their
financial and human assets and
liabilities.

There is no market or product that
isn’t touched. Some firms will
understand that, and see
opportunities to add to their value proposition – others won’t and risk losing share.
In our work, we address peoples’ journey by life stage and health events - rather than by wealth and income
segments. That leads to a dual perspective.
• We view of financial services and products through a health and care lens, and
• We view of health and care through a financial services lens.
From those two perspectives, there is no individuals’ or businesses’ journey that Covid does not change. The
corollary is that there is no basic product or service that can’t meet them better where they are and are
going.

It’s Not Difficult To Start –
Begin with an Inventory
If you haven’t already started, it
doesn’t need to be difficult, there
are ways to leverage your core
capabilities, by bundling what you
have and/or by accessing help from
partners.
You already have the platforms and
products to recast or bundle – see
the center column
There is a lot you can access – see
the left column
Use both to meet customer where
they are and help them on their journey.

The funding and risk management problems are not going away. Think of health as the feedstock for time and
money as the resource to leverage it. Think holistically, your clients do, and stay open to the opportunities!
Helping people make better use of their time, and money in the face of evolving realities and stress is a
distinct value.

The Situation and the Key
Questions
Covid changes the situation analysis
for everyone and every firm:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It accelerates needed change
There’s an under-served “gap”
It exposes the needs for help
It reaches every market
It puts emphasis on resilience
and anti-fragility
It reframes “Holistic”
The basic building blocks are
available

A word for Advisors
Much of what’s coming didn’t start
with Covid, But Covid has pushed it
to the fore
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advisors with emotional intelligence and focus will dominate their space in their geography
Pick one place/problem to start - dementia, caregiver support, elder support
Help people holistically, use discussions that bridge the gaps and make assumptions more explicit.
People will appreciate the additional expertise and integrating your advice
Build Trust – and unsolicited referrals
You may even end up quarterbacking their team

The questions are simple:
•
•
•

Are you open to the opportunities?
Do you see a path that fits?
Are you willing to meet clients where they are going?

The objective that runs through all we do is furthering firms’,
advisors’ and clients’ ability to plan, respond, manage, and support.
Our focus is on funding, and we look at that through the lens of
health and caregiving

What We Offer
1. SHEF – The senior health and care study
group of financial and medical executives
we run
2. Our Health Care Funding Roadmap to help
firms build funding platforms and
strategies to meet clients where they are in
their health journey
3. The services our partners provide, and the
services we develop with them

Contact Us
Thanks, and feel
free to reach out
with any questions
or comments.

